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Design and optimization of a monolithic GaInP/GaInAs tandem solar cell�
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Abstract: We have theoretically calculated the photovoltaic conversion efficiency of a monolithic dual-junction
GaInP/GaInAs device, which can be experimentally fabricated on a binary GaAs substrate. By optimizing the bandgap
combination of the considered structure, an improvement of conversion efficiency has been observed in comparison
to the conventional GaInP2/GaAs system. For the suggested bandgap combination 1.83 eV/1.335 eV, our calculation
indicates that the attainable efficiency can be enhanced up to 40.45% (300 suns, AM1.5d) for the optimal structure
parameter (1550 nm GaInP top and 5500 nm GaInAs bottom), showing promising application prospects due to its
acceptable lattice-mismatch (0.43%) to the GaAs substrate.
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1. Introduction

III–V semiconductor (SC) tandem photovoltaic (PV) cells
in concentrator systems have been widely demonstrated in re-
cent years as an effective pathway to realize higher conver-
sion efficiency, showing promising prospects in both terrestrial
and space applicationsŒ1�5�. Generally, tandem PV cells are
constructed by several series-connected subcells, mainly fab-
ricated by different bandgap III–V SC alloys, through proper
tunnel junctions. In this configuration, the apparent draw-
backs encountered by the conventional single-junction device,
namely large energy loss for the short wavelength and sub-
bandgap component of the solar spectrum, have been effec-
tively relaxed by improving the utilization of the spectrum,
and enhanced energy conversion is thus expected. For instance,
based on a lattice-matched GaInP2/GaAs dual-junction con-
figuration, the available efficiency 32.6% at 1000 suns has
also been reported very recentlyŒ6�. Moreover, the ongoing en-
hancement of these encouraging efficiencies is still anticipated
by performing more detailed optimization for the operable de-
vice structure.

For an elegant electric output of a tandem PV cell, the
rigorous current-match relationship between subcells should
be satisfied, which in turn requires careful design of the sub-
cell parameters, e.g., a proper combination of bandgap (Eg/

and thickness. Consequently, it is necessary for device opti-
mization to incorporate realistic quantum efficiency (QE) rely-
ing on these mentioned parameters. Unfortunately, in order to
simplify the calculation, previous numerical simulationsŒ7�10�

commonly assumed the QE of subcells to be a step-like re-
sponse to the incident photon, i.e., for the impinging photon
with energy higher than theEg of thematerial, it will contribute
a net electron–hole pair for the photocurrent. Nevertheless, the

realistic QE is strongly affected by the absorption of the pho-
tons aboveEg within a finite subcell thickness and the minority
carriers’ recombination in different regions of the p–n junction.
Evidently, this oversimplified assumption is less meaningful
for real device design. To overcome this insufficiency, in this
paper we model the PV conversion efficiency (�/ for a dual-
junction GaInP/GaInAs system by integrating a set of chosen
parameters with semiconductor transport equations into the re-
alistic QE parameter and evaluate their potential effects on the
electrical performance of the specific device structure.

In this paper, we have modeled the PV conversion effi-
ciency (�/ for a dual-junction GaInP/GaInAs system by tak-
ing into account the realistic QE parameter. Numerical op-
timizations have been done by adjusting parameters such as
the combination of Eg as well as the specific structure of the
cell. Consistent with recent experimental studiesŒ2�4�, the pos-
sible enhancement of � is expected by developing an accept-
able metamorphic system. More importantly, a critical output
performance behavior has been clarified by adjusting the thick-
ness of subcells, and feasible structure parameters were also
proposed with the aim to achieve higher � than the traditional
GaInP2/GaAs tandem cell.

2. Model

In this work our calculations were all performed under
AM1.5 direct spectral conditions (ASTM G173-03 Reference
Spectra AM1.5dŒ11�/ , at a high concentration of 300 suns and
a cell temperature of 300 K. The specific device structure in-
vestigated is schematically depicted in Fig. 1, where a mono-
lithic dual-junction GaInP/GaInAs cell is assumed to be fab-
ricated on the GaAs substrate. As an illustrating example, we
assumed both subcells have the same emitter thickness (100 nm
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the GaInP/GaInAs dual-junction solar
cell.

in our case) and doping profiles, i.e., donor concentration in the
emitter Nd = 2 � 1018 cm�3 and acceptor concentration in the
base Na = 1 � 1017 cm�3. In contrast to the previous investi-
gationsŒ9; 12�, the base thickness of both subcells was assumed
to be adjustable in order to perform the structural optimization.
By modifying the indium composition, the optimal Eg combi-
nation can also be revealed. For convenience in our calculation,
several simplifying assumptions were made here, including (1)
no series resistance losses and ideal tunnel junction intercon-
nect, and (2) no reflection losses and contact shadowing.

Due to its series-connected characteristic, following the
ideal diode equations, the output J –V characteristic of the
GaInP/GaInAs device can easily be written as
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kBT

e
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�
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute tempera-
ture and e is the electronic charge. Jsci , Joi (i = t, b) denote the
photocurrent and dark current for the top (with the subscript t)
and bottom one (with the subscript b), respectively, which can
be further determined as follows.
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where I.�/ is the incident spectrum density as a function of
wavelength, ˛t.�/ is the absorption coefficient of the top cell,
and tt is the top cell thickness. For the realistic QEi, as men-
tioned above, we must consider the potential effect of several
realistic parameters on QE, including the minority carrier’s dif-
fusion length, the absorption coefficient of materials, surface
recombination velocity, etc. Furthermore, QE can be derived
by solving the minority-carrier diffusion equation with bound-
ary conditions in the p–n junction in Ref. [13].

In addition, the dark current density Jo
Œ9� is also given by
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where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration of the material,
as a function of Eg. Sn and Sp are the surface recombination
velocities in the n- and p-type layers, Na and Nd are the accep-
tor and donor concentrations, respectively. The quantities Dp,
Lp, Dn, Ln are, respectively, the diffusion coefficient and dif-
fusion length for the minority carriers in the emitter layer and
base layer, which have the following relations:

D D
kBT�

q
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D�; � D
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BN
; (5)

where � and � are the mobility and minority carrier lifetime,
respectively. B is the radiative recombination coefficient, and
N is the majority carrier concentration. Specific material pa-
rameters assigned for each subcell can be found in previously
published papersŒ9; 13�.

The maximum-power point (Jmp, Vmp) can be derived by
solving the equation:

d.J V /

dJ
D 0: (6)

The � can be obtained through the maximum-power di-
vided by the total light power density. Therefore, we built a
relationship between the � and the Eg of the top and bottom
cells.

3. Results and discussions

Now we will show the results of our numerical calcula-
tions, and the optimal combination ofEg is first discussed. Fig-
ure 2 plots isoefficiency contours for the dual-junction system
in the dependence of subcell Eg under AM1.5d at 300 suns,
with the assumption of thickness for both subcells being infi-
nite. In comparison to the lattice-matched GaInP2/GaAs sys-
tem, it is evidently seen that the � can be effectively enhanced
by decreasing the Eg of both subcells by raising the indium
content. For example, the specific � in our calculation can be
enhanced from 35.48% (point E) for a well lattice-matched
system to the highest one 44.6% (point D). Unfortunately, due
to the induced large mismatch between subcells and substrate,
this promising number might be unattainable for a realistic de-
vice because of considerable crystal defects, which usually act
as effective recombination centers and thus cause degradation
of device performance. Given that the mismatch between the
cell active layers and substrate can be effectively relaxed by
growing a proper buffer layerŒ2; 3; 14�,the improvement of de-
vice performance would be experimentally available as indi-
cated with the red line, where the lattice-matched relationship
between subcells is heldŒ15�. To see this point more clearly, we
have extracted the corresponding efficiencies as a function of
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Contour plot of GaInP/GaInAs efficiencies un-
der AM1.5d at 300 suns. The lattice-matched Eg combinations be-
tween GaInP top and GaInAs bottom cells are indicated by the thick
line.

Fig. 3. (Color online) The � of the lattice-matched system versus the
bottom cell Eg. The lattice mismatch for the bottom cell to the GaAs
substrate is also indicated.

bottom cellEg in Fig. 3. For the comparison, themisfit between
the cells and substrate is also shown. Obviously, three extreme
points are easily obtained as 40.39% for combination A (1.495
eV, 0.936 eV), 40.22% for B (1.65 eV, 1.127 eV) and 37.962%
for C (1.83 eV, 1.335 eV). Although superior efficiency be-
yond 40% can be expected for combinations A and B , larger
mismatch is also induced for these combinations, i.e., 2.5% for
A and 1.5% for B . Realistic fabrication would be a great chal-
lenge under such a huge lattice mismatch. Moreover, combi-
nation C has an efficiency of 37.96%, which shows 2.5% im-
provement compared to the traditional GaInP2/GaAs system.
In addition, the lattice mismatch between cells and substrate is
only 0.43%, an acceptable number in practice.

The calculations above are based on the assumption that
both subcells are of infinite thickness. In order to predict more
realistic efficiencies, one must go into the details of the specific
device structure, including the design for the top and bottom
cell thicknesses, which have been already controlled accurately
in experiments by modern material growth technology such as
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). Obviously, the
adjustment of thickness would reallocate the solar spectrum ab-

Fig. 4. (Color online) The JSC of each subcell and the device’s � as
a function of tt, within a range of different tb, for an Eg combination
(1.83 eV, 1.335 eV) dual-junction cell.

sorbed by subcells and thus has a significant impact on the per-
formance of the PV cell. Therefore, in the following paragraph
we mainly investigate the effect of each subcell’s thickness on
the performance of combination C and conduct further opti-
mization of the device structure, which provides a guideline
for the next step of fabricating this configuration.

Figure 4 shows the Jsc of each subcell and the correspond-
ing � as a function of top cell thickness (tt/ for different bot-
tom cell thicknesses (tb/ under AM1.5d at 300 suns. One can
clearly see that every given tb corresponds to a couple of curves
of the subcell’s Jsc and a curve of the PV cell’s �. When tt is
lower than the optimum thickness, the top cell cannot absorb
all the incident photons above its Eg, and a fraction of them is
transmitted and absorbed in the bottom cell. Thus the current
density of bottom cell (Jscb/ is larger than that of the top cell
(Jsct/. Since the Jsc of a series-connected device is limited to
the lesser of Jsctand Jscb , the top cell must be thickened until
it reaches Jsct D Jscb , where maximum � is obtained, with a
corresponding tt considered as the optimum tt.

On the other hand, it is seen in Fig. 4 that as tb increases
from 1000 to 5000 nm, the optimum tt and peak � shift to the
larger tt side, which is mainly because there are more photons
absorbed in an increasing-thickness bottom cell, leading to the
increase of Jscb and corresponding �. However, when further
thickening the bottom cell until it reaches infinity, there is a
slight decrease in the optimum tt and � as shown in Fig. 4. This
shows that tb indeed has an influence on device performance.
But in some published papersŒ9; 12�, the calculations were all
based on the assumption that tt was adjustable while tb was in-
finitely thick. That coarse assumption, in some cases, results
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Fig. 5. (Color online) The optimum tt and maximum � as a function
of tb, for an Eg combination (1.83 eV, 1.335 eV) PV cell.

in slightly lower theoretical � due to the misestimate of an op-
timum tt. Therefore, for maximizing the device’s �, tb should
be considered here and optimized based on the current match
condition.

As we know, at a certain tb, the optimum tt and maxi-
mum � could be obtained at the current match point. Accord-
ing to this, Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of the optimum
tt and maximum � on the tb. In a low-tb region, the reason for
the increase in the optimum tt and corresponding maximum �

with increasing tb has been analyzed in the previous discus-
sions. After exceeding a tb of 5500 nm (point I), the maxi-
mum � starts to decline slowly and finally reaches a satura-
tion value (point II). Similar behavior is also observed for the
optimum tt, the decrease in which is mainly attributed to the
effect of minority carrier recombination on Jsc, which is just
considered in our improved model while ignored in previous
worksŒ7�10�. Concretely speaking, if photo-generated carriers
want to make a contribution to Jsc, they must be collected ef-
fectively by the p–n junction before recombining. With the
increase of tb, a fraction of the minority carriers are gener-
ated away from the junction-depletion region and the collec-
tion probability of them would drop significantly. Therefore,
there is a higher probability of recombination before the mi-
nority carriers reach the depletion region and are swept apart
by the electric field, and thus the corresponding Jscb decreases,
leading to the decline in the optimum tt determined by making
Jsct D Jscb . While the bottom cell is thick enough to absorb all
the photons above its bandgap, the optimum tt would reach a
saturation value as shown in Fig. 5.

4. Summary
In summary, the design and optimization of a

GaInP/GaInAs dual-junction cell have been conducted
by integrating a set of practical material parameters with
a realistic QE, which would be more in line with the real

situation. Our numerical calculations showed the dependence
of theoretical � on the Eg of subcells. Compared to the
well-developed GaInP2/GaAs system, an improvement of �

has been observed for a novel metamorphic Eg combination
(1.83 eV, 1.335 eV), with an acceptable misfit to the GaAs
substrate. For the suggested structure, the optimum thickness
of each subcell has been calculated, which results in a higher
theoretical � up to 40.45% (300 suns, AM1.5d) and becomes
a practical guideline for the subsequent fabrication of this
tandem PV cell.
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